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1.1 General Introduction 

 

Laxmanniaceae (Monocotyledonae: Asparagales) are a tropical to temperate 

family of 14 genera with approximately 180 species from Australasia, SE Asia, the 

Mascarenes, New Caledonia, New Guinea, New Zealand, North and South America 

and the Pacific Islands (Conran 1998).  Nevertheless, they are primarily an Australian 

family with many species spread across the continent, surviving and flourishing in an 

extraordinary variety of environments ranging from the monsoon tropics and 

subtropical rainforest to temperate Mediterranean heathlands and coastal sand dunes.  

Laxmanniaceae have a long historical record, with fossilised leaves of Paracordyline 

Conran species recognised from Eocene South Australia (Conran and Christophel, 

1998), Oligocene Kerguélen Islands (Conran, 1997a) and Cordyline Comm. ex R.Br. 

pollen identified in Lower Miocene New Zealand sediments (Couper, 1953).  

Molecular dating work by Janssen and Bremer (2004) based on rbcL sequence data 

estimated the divergence origin of the Asparagaceae sensu lato (a wider family which 

includes Laxmanniaceae and thus Lomandra) at approximately 90 million years ago 

using nonparametric rate smoothing.  This age estimation was given additional 

support by further work incorporating geological area cladogram comparisons and 

dispersal-vicariance analysis (Bremer and Janssen 2006).  This latter study also 

indicated a South Gondwanan origin for the group. 

 

The plants are generally rhizomatous or tufted-caespitose, but the different 

species and genera are highly variable in size and morphology.  Although earlier 

definitions resolved 15 genera (Chase et al. 1996), Dichopogon Kunth was merged 

into Arthropodium R.Br by Conran (1998) on the basis of morphology (Stringer and 
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Conran, 1991).  For this study, the organization of the family follows Conran (1998), 

with the 14 genera as follows: 1. Lomandra Labill.; 2. Romnalda P.F.Stevens; 3. 

Chamaexeros Benth.; 4. Xerolirion A.S.George; 5. Acanthocarpus Lehm.; 6. 

Arthropodium R.Br.; 7. Murchisonia Brittan; 8. Thysanotus R.Br.; 9. Trichopetalum 

Lindl.; 10. Eustrephus R.Br.; 11. Laxmannia R.Br.; 12. Sowerbaea Sm.; 13. 

Chamaescilla F.Muell. ex Benth.; 14. Cordyline Comm. ex.R.Br. 

 

There have been no detailed phylogenetic studies in Laxmanniaceae and the 

relationships within and among the genera are poorly understood.  Conran (1998) 

recognised two informal grades: the Lomandra complex (or grouping) which is the 

focus of this study (Acanthocarpus Lehm., Chamaexeros Benth., Lomandra Labill., 

Romnalda P.F.Stevens and Xerolirion A.S.George); and the remaining genera 

(Arthropodium, Chamaescilla F.Muell. ex Benth., Cordyline Comm. ex R.Br., 

Eustrephus R.Br., Laxmannia R.Br., Murchisonia Brittan, Sowerbaea Sm., 

Thysanotus R.Br. and Trichopetalum Lindl.) as the Arthropodoids.  The basis of this 

division is primarily morphological, with the entire Lomandra complex lacking 

phytomelan in the seeds (Chase et al. 1996), a typical feature of most Asparagales 

(Huber, 1969, Dahlgren et al., 1985) and many of the group sharing other traits.  

Common leaf anatomy within this group includes enlarged outer bundle sheath cells 

and sclerenchyma girders from the inner bundle sheath (Rudall and Chase, 1996).  

The poorly defined and often rearranged relationships within Laxmanniaceae are not 

an entirely novel situation.  Morphology-based studies of another large taxonomically 

rearranged Australian taxon: Gastrolobium R.Br. (Fabaceae), were insufficient for 

defining the genus.  However, Chandler et al. (2001) found molecular data from 
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multiple genes were able to be applied successfully to resolve relationships within 

that genus. 

 

To achieve the goals of this project, the primary one of which is to improve 

the understanding of the structure of the informal Lomandra grouping within the 

Laxmanniaceae, a tool was required that is more robust and definitive than those used 

to date.  Beginning with the comparison of enzyme, protein and carbohydrate structures 

and composition (for review, refer Bisby et al. 1980) and subsequent advances in 

molecular genetics (Pagel, 1999), it is now commonplace to examine DNA sequences 

directly to compare specimens to each other and to selected outgroups.  This allows 

investigation of evolutionary pathways and subsequent relationships between 

specimens.  Sequencing the entire genome of specimens is generally deemed to be 

unnecessary and wasteful, as meaningful data may be obtained using appropriate 

genomic sub-sections. 

 

The appropriate gene sequences for resolving a particular investigation are not 

a predefined solution and must be determined for each application.  A DNA sequence 

with low mutation rate will not provide sufficient resolution for closely related 

species, nor will a sequence which mutates too rapidly be suitable for distantly 

related examples.  This makes selection of DNA regions for each application 

important.  Ideally, the investigation will encompass multiple sequences with 

different rates of mutation; which facilitate meaningful interpretations at various 

levels of phylogenetic relationships.  The use of multiple sequences has become 

common for systematic purposes, selected examples of such work include 

angiosperms in general (Soltis et al. 1999; Barkman et al. 2000), Asphodelaceae 
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(Chase et al. 2000), Fabaceae: Gastrolobium (Chandler et al. 2001), Primulaceae: 

Lysimachia L. (Hao et al. 2004) and Poaceae: Psathyrostachys Nevski & Nevski 

(Peterson et al. 2004).  Multi-gene analysis significantly reduces the chances of 

random error or unexpected gene transfer/mutation giving incorrect indications as to 

the actual relationships within a sample set.  As noted by Chase et al. (2006), the 

inclusion of an additional gene sequence to yield a larger dataset with greater 

numbers of variable sites increases the accuracy of computational analyses while 

paradoxically decreasing the time required to process them, as the larger data sets can 

have their most optimal trees found more easily without requiring extensive analysis. 

 

Thus, the application of molecular data to the systematic resolution of the 

Lomandra complex requires the determination of sequences that display 

distinguishable differences between the various specimens.  Fortunately, given the 

enthusiasm with which DNA sequencing has been adopted for taxonomic and 

systematic purposes, there are significant numbers of well-characterised candidate 

coding and non-coding DNA sequences, each with their own advantages and 

disadvantages. 

 

In addition to the molecular data, this study will also reinvestigate the use and 

relevance of morphological and anatomical features in the definition of the 

phylogeny of the family.  Following Choo’s (1969) basic investigation of generalised 

leaf anatomy in Western Australian species of Lomandra; Conran’s (1997b) 

preliminary study of the taxonomic utility of Cordyline (Laxmanniaceae) cuticle and 

Christophel et al. (1996) noting the relevance of leaf micromorphology to the 

taxonomy of the Lauraceae; a database of leaf features will be constructed and 
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investigated for suitability as a cladistic tool in Laxmanniaceae and the Lomandra 

complex.  This database may also prove sufficient to construct a key allowing 

identification of Lomandra species independent of plant gender, which will work 

during times when specimens may be lacking an inflorescence; and that can function 

without the requirement for a molecular biology laboratory. 

 

In particular, this research aims to address the adaptability of Lomandra to 

such a wide variety of environments.  Is this phenomenon the result of multiple 

concurrent adaptations in a quasi-convergent evolution model?  Alternatively, have 

all the successful modern species arisen directly from a hypothetical sole ancestor 

along a coherent line of logical development, where assuming a (sub)tropical 

ancestry for Lomandra; the multiple adaptation features of leaf and inflorescence to 

increasingly arid environments and changing pollination opportunities resolve 

together in the phylogeny.  Current morphological analysis of Lomandra certainly 

allows their arrangement into anatomically similar groups, but does not supply 

evidence beyond the circumstantial for either case.  The recent example within 

Elephant Shrews (Mammalia: Macroscelididae), where anatomical similarity was 

shown through molecular methods to be highly misleading of affinity (Nishihara, 

2005), is strong evidence for the care that must be applied when extrapolating 

morphological similarity alone to systematic relationships.  The molecular data 

obtained in this study is anticipated to provide clues to the evolutionary pathway(s) 

within Lomandra and thus potentially indicate the source(s) of its extraordinary 

adaptability. 
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1.2 Prior Taxonomic Treatment (after Choo 1969) 

 

Lomandra Labill. was first described by Labillardière (1804) based on 

material collected from Tasmania (in capite Van-Diemen) and Western Australia (in 

terra Van-Leuwin).  Brown (1810) introduced the name Xerotes R.Br. (as a new 

genus) and described 24 species based on live material collected from different parts 

of Australia.  The name Xerotes was followed by Bentham in his Flora Australiensis 

(1878), but Engler and Prantl (1887–1915) and Britten (1905) reverted to Lomandra 

and Ewart (1916), citing priority, subsequently transferred the remainder of Xerotes 

R.Br to Lomandra. 

 

Choo (1969) reviewed the endemic Western Australian Lomandra species and 

revised their systematics using numerous field collections consisting of both fresh 

and fixed tissue for morphological and basic leaf anatomical analysis.  In the process 

of this work, Choo found a number of characters defined in previous work (Fahn, 

1954) to be innately variable and determined that the conclusions of this work must 

be considered unreliable.  At the time of Choo’s work on the Western Australian 

species, the recognised number of Lomandra species was 46.  Since then work by 

Lee (L. tropica A.T.Lee, 1980; L. nana A.T.Lee 1986), Macfarlane (L. odora 

T.D.Macfarl. group, 1984a; L. nutans T.D.Macfarl., 1984b; L. teres T.D.Macfarl., 

1986), Choo (L. brittanii T.S.Choo and L. maritima T.S.Choo, 1984), Everett (L. 

micrantha J.Everett group, 1986), and most recently Keighery (L. whicherensis 

Keighery, 2008) has expanded this count to exceed 50, many including subspecies.  

Further, there are additional taxa which have been described, but are generally not 

recognised as separate, such as L. oreophila B.J.Conn & Quirico (Conn and Quirico, 
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1994) and L. arnhemica A.T.Lee (Lee, 1979), as well as taxa which are contested, 

such as L. insularis Schltr., recognised in New Caledonia (Jaffré et al. 2001), but 

regarded by Lee and Macfarlane (1986) as synonymous with L. banksii (R.Br.) 

Lauterb.  In addition, there are at least another two undescribed species: L. acicularis 

M.D.Barrett ined. from the Kimberley (an unpublished manuscript name listed in 

http://florabase.calm.wa.gov.au); and a species from the Perup River catchment region 

in SW Western Australia (T.D. Macfarlane and J.G. Conran pers. comm.). 

 

The taxonomic relationships of Lomandra have also been highly contentious.  

Hasskarl (1844) placed the taxon (as Xerotes) within the illegally named Xerotaceae 

whereas Bentham and Hooker (1883) classified Xerotes as a member of the tribe 

Xeroteae under Juncaceae.  Bubani (1902) proposed Lomandra to be classified under 

Laxmanniaceae and Lotsy (1911) established the family Lomandraceae, but 

following the family's expansion to include Laxmannia and other non-Lomandroid 

genera (see Brummit 1992 and Conran 1998), the earliest valid name became 

Laxmanniaceae (Bubani 1902).  Nevertheless, Engler and Prantl (1887–1915) placed 

Lomandra in Liliaceae within the tribe Lomandreae, whereas Hutchinson (1934) 

included Lomandra as one of eight genera in a new family Xanthorrhoeaceae.  This 

classification was retained by Conquist (1981) who, although noting that the family 

was probably a mismatch of genera did consider Lomandra, Chamaexeros, 

Acanthocarpus and Romnalda to be related to each other.  Dahlgren (1985) regarded 

Lomandra to be part of Dasypogonaceae and hypothesised about a potential natural 

complex containing Lomandra, Romnalda, Acanthocarpus and Chamaexeros.  

Brummit (1992) reassigned Lomandra to Lomandraceae.  Finally the Angiosperm 

Phylogeny Group (APG, 1998) redefined the placement of Lomandra into 
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Laxmanniaceae.  The revised APG II (2003) classification ratified this assignment on 

the basis of steadily accumulating molecular evidence (e.g. Fay et. al., 2000) placing 

Laxmanniaceae within Asparagales, with Lomandraceae as a synonym.  A summary 

of the rearrangements of the family is presented in Table 1-1. 

 

In terms of molecular based work on Lomandra, very little has been 

performed to date.  Bremer (2000) utilised the chloroplast plastid DNA gene rbcL for 

L. longifolia Labill. (Genbank L05039) as part of his work on Early Cretaceous 

lineages of monocots, placing Lomandra within the Asparagales.  A similar 

placement is given in the work of Duvall et al. (1995) for a broad non-Lomandra-

specific phylogenetic overview of the monocots.  In a more expansive work, Fay et 

al. (2000) used four plastid regions (rbcL, atpB, the trnL intron and trnL–trnF 

intergenic spacer) in their analysis of the Asparagales which resolved Lomandra and 

Thysanotus to the same branch.  Additionally, currently unpublished work by 

McPherson et al. (Genbank AY147587), Quagliariello et al. (Genbank AJ564236), 

and Qiu et al. (Genbank DQ401380) presents an extensive record of sequence 

information submitted to and archived in publicly accessible databases (Genbank) 

spanning a number of genes for a limited scope of Lomandra species.  Unfortunately 

due to the very limited number of species represented, these sequences cannot 

determine a meaningful interpretation of the structure of the genus, or resolution of 

the informal Lomandra group.  All of the prior examples of molecular work 

encompassing these genera were performed with the intention of substantiating their 

position within the monocots, rather than the detailed relationships within 

Laxmanniaceae. 
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Table 1-1: Summary of taxonomic rearrangements of the Lomandra complex genera.  

Adapted from Rudall and Chase (1996). 

a1172507
Text Box
                                           NOTE:       This table is included on page 9 of the print copy of      the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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1.3 Purpose of This Study 

 

This study seeks to resolve the structure and internal relationships of the 

informal Lomandra complex subgroup of the Laxmanniaceae through the application 

of molecular methods.  With the wide distribution of Lomandra across the Australian 

landscape and its existence in so many widely varied environments, this genus 

represents a fascinating opportunity to explore evolutionary mechanisms. 

 

By elucidating the phylogeny of this genus, the potential evolutionary 

mechanisms which have facilitated the extensive adaptability of Lomandra species 

may be revealed.  Molecular evidence may indicate that all the arid tolerant 

Lomandra are sister species and closely related to each other.  Otherwise the 

evidence may indicate vast genetic differences between the species and thus long 

periods of reproductive isolation and convergent evolution producing the same 

adaptive changes. 

 

This study also aims to re-examine the anatomical aspects of this group and in 

particular, to expand the morphological database of Lomandra to include leaf 

anatomy in an effort to simplify the identification of the many species by removing 

the requirement of DNA sequence data or inflorescence characters. 
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(Asparagales: Laxmanniaceae) Using Chloroplast Transfer RNA 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Prior to this study, Laxmanniaceae had been organised principally on the 

basis of morphological and anatomical features, however, as outlined in Chapter One 

there has been significant rearrangement of the family over its history as various 

characters have been included and/or discounted by different researchers.  Recent 

work on more accurate definition of the monocotyledons as a whole has led to the 

limited scale application of molecular techniques to various representative species 

and genes in studies such as Chase et al. (1995), who utilised the rbcL gene across a 

wide number of species, including Lomandra longifolia and Eustrephus latifolius to 

estimate the phylogeny of the Lilianae and Davis et al. (2004) who combined data 

from rbcL and atpA to establish phylogeny of the entire monocot group.  Previous to 

this work, there have been no detailed studies on Lomandra or its affiliates using 

molecular methods. 

 

Through the ongoing development of molecular systematics, there has been a 

large number of DNA sequence regions characterised and employed for taxonomic 

purposes.  Many of these regions have widely utilised “universal primers” which 

facilitate comparatively simple application across many disparate genera.  The 

availability and relatively simple application of such primers is almost certainly a 

prime reason for the popularity and wide-spread use of these regions.  Given the 

anticipated taxonomic closeness of the majority of the species examined in this study, 

it required DNA sequences that mutate and evolve rapidly enough to be able to 

distinguish between these closely related species.  All of the gene sequences utilised 

in this study have an extensive and well-characterised history of use in similar 
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applications.  The practice of combining multiple gene sequences into a single 

analysis is commonplace in phylogenetic studies (for examples see Fay et al. 2000 

and Reeves et al. 2001) as it permits greater resolution of the relationships between 

sampled taxa and avoids errors or bias that may transpire from the usage of only a 

single gene. 

 

This chapter aims to construct a phylogeny of Lomandra on the basis of DNA 

sequences.  In order to maximise the reliability of this molecular phylogeny, the 

underlying data were obtained from multiple gene regions encompassing multiple 

genomic compartments. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

 

2.2.1 DNA Sampling 

 

The Laxmanniaceae are a family of 14 genera and some 180 species.  This 

study has been focussed on the Australian representatives of the informally 

recognised Lomandra complex outlined by Cronquist (1981) and expanded by 

Conran (1998), consisting of Acanthocarpus, Chamaexeros, Lomandra, Romnalda 

and Xerolirion which limited the number of species encompassed in this study to 

about 74.  Sampling of taxa for this study was intended to cover as many of the 

Lomandra species as possible, and wherever feasible, to provide multiple samples of 

species with geographically diverse ranges.  This strategy led to many species having 

more than one representative in the dataset in an attempt to cover those species as 

comprehensively as possible.  Representatives of Acanthocarpus, Chamaexeros, 

Romnalda and Xerolirion have also been included in an effort to determine their 

relative positions within the Lomandra grouping.  Outgroups selected for this study 

are Arthropodium, Eustrephus, Laxmannia and Thysanotus (all members of the 

black-seeded Arthropodiod group of genera within Laxmanniaceae). 

 

The sampling strategy was able to encompass a majority of the required 

species, although a small subset of Lomandra species were unable to be obtained.  

This work also encompassed a number of as yet unrecognised species in the analysis 

in an effort to clarify their positions within the family and determine their potential 

suitability for recognition as novel taxa.  The sample set also includes as a number of 

specimens from commercial suppliers and breeders with registered cultivar names, 
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but questionable taxonomic identification.  A complete list of all 113 samples, along 

with code numbers is presented in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1: Species sampled for DNA analysis with project and accession codes 

arranged according to Lee and Macfarlane (1986).  Vouchers are all held at Adelaide 

University (ADU). 

 

Genus Sample Code Source 

Acanthocarpus Lehm. 

  A. canaliculatus A.S.George 70617.6 JGC1103 

  A. canaliculatus A.S.George 70617.5 JGC1586 

  A. parviflorus A.S.George 70123.3 JGC1094 

  A. preissii Lehm. 70123.4 JGC1093 

  A. sp. nov. 70617.7 JGC1108 

Arthropodium R.Br. 

  A. dyeri (Domin) Brittan 70702.1 JGC1158 

Chamaexeros Benth. 

  C. fimbriata F.Muell. 70123.2 JGC1156 

  C. longicaulis T.D.Macfarl. 70122.3 JGC1221 

  C. serra Endl. 70614.3 JGC2104 

Eustrephus R.Br. 

  E. latifolius R.Br. ex Ker Gawl. 70702.2 ADBG880587 

Laxmannia R.Br. 

  L. squarrosa Lindl. 70702.3 JGC1062 

Lomandra Labill. 

 Sect. I. Macrostachya (Benth.) Engl. 

  L. hastilis (R.Br.) Ewart 61212.1 JGC1063 

 Sect. II. Typhopsis (Benth.) Engl. 

  L. juncea (F.Muell.) Ewart 70103.5 JGC1984 

  L. leucocephala (R.Br.) Ewart subsp. 
leucocephala 

70509.1 ACT644266 

  L. leucocephala (R.Br.) Ewart subsp. 
leucocephala (Salvator Rosa) 

70731.4 JGC2175 
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  L. leucocephala subsp. robusta A.T.Lee 70103.6 JGC1969 

 Sect. III. Capitatae (G.Don) A.Lee 

  L. collina (R.Br.) Ewart 70103.2 JGC1974 

  L. collina (R.Br.) Ewart (South Eastern 
South Australia) 

70704.1 JGC2138 

  L. elongata (Benth.) Ewart 70614.7 JGC1544 

  L. glauca (R.Br.) Ewart (Broadleaf) 61207.1 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. glauca (R.Br.) Ewart (Potato Point) 70501.5 J. Linney 

  L. mucronata (R.Br.) A.T.Lee 70122.2 JGC1164 

  L. nana (A.T.Lee) A.T.Lee 70102.1 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. nana (A.T.Lee) A.T.Lee (South Eastern 
South Australia) 

70704.2 JGC2134 

  L. obliqua (Thunb.) J.F.Macbr. 61130.2 JGC2034 

  L. obliqua (Thunb.) J.F.Macbr. 70509.4 ACT731303 

  L. rupestris (Endl.) Ewart 70616.4 JGC2079 

  L. suaveolens (Endl.) Ewart 61212.2 JGC1227 

  L. suaveolens (Endl.) Ewart (Northern 
Sandplains) 

70614.6 JGC2095 

  L. suaveolens (Endl.) Ewart (Perup) 70614.1 JGC1953 

  L. sp. nov. (Perup) 70922.1 JGC2246 

 Sect. IV. Lomandra 

 Ser. I. Lomandra 

  L. banksii (R.Br.) Lauterb. 70614.4 Beantree Nursery 

  L. confertifolia (F.M.Bailey) Fahn 
(Batemans Bay) 

70501.2 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. confertifolia (F.M.Bailey) Fahn sp. aff. 
(SIR5) 

70612.2 Bunnings Nursery 

  L. confertifolia (F.M.Bailey) Fahn 
confertifolia 

60405.1 JGC1812 

  L. confertifolia leptostachya A.T.Lee 70103.3 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. confertifolia pallida A.T.Lee 60103.1 Bunnings Nursery 

  L. confertifolia pallida A.T.Lee 61129.4 JGC1540 

  L. confertifolia rubiginosa A.T.Lee 61130.4 JGC1574 

  L. confertifolia rubiginosa A.T.Lee 
(Greenleaf)  

70426.2 Kuranga Nursery 
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  L. confertifolia similis A.T.Lee 70509.3 ACT7801595 

  L. confertifolia similis A.T.Lee 70616.3 J. Linney 

  L. confertifolia (F.M.Bailey) Fahn sp. aff. 70617.1 JGC1441 

  L. fluviatilis (R.Br.) A.T.Lee 70616.1 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. hystrix (R.Br.) L.R.Fraser & Vickery 60104.1 Bunnings Nursery 

  L. hystrix (R.Br.) L.R.Fraser & Vickery sp. 
aff. (Mt. Lewis form) 

70515.2 A Graham, ATH 

  L. longifolia Labill. 50505.1 Bunnings Nursery 

  L. longifolia Labill. 60406.1 JGC1824 

  L. longifolia Labill. 61130.3 JGC1545 

  L. longifolia Labill. (Bellbird Grove) 60418.1 JGC1807 

  L. longifolia Labill. (Broadleaf) 70612.1 Bunnings Nursery 

  L. longifolia Labill. (Goldfield blue) 70612.3 Bunnings Nursery 

  L. longifolia Labill. (LM300) 70614.2 Bunnings Nursery 

  L. longifolia Labill. (LM400) 70617.8 Bunnings Nursery 

  L. longifolia Labill. aff. (Salvator Rosa) 70731.3 JGC2168 

  L. montana (R.Br.) L.R.Fraser & Vickery 70509.2 ACT9101050 

  L. multiflora (R.Br.) Britten aff. (Far North 
Queensland) 

61207.3 JGC2059 

  L. multiflora dura (F.Muell.) T.D.Macfarl. 61220.7 JGC1859 

  L. multiflora (R.Br.) Britten multiflora 70103.7 JGC1822 

  L. multiflora (R.Br.) Britten multiflora 
(Salvator Rosa) 

70731.5 JGC2176 

  L. multiflora (R.Br.) Britten sp. aff. 
(Salvator Rosa) 

70731.1 JGC2166 

  L. multiflora (R.Br.) Britten sp. aff. 60404.1 JGC1822 

  L. ordii (F.Muell.) Schltr. 70102.2 JGC1630 

  L. patens A.T.Lee (Alice Springs) 70501.3 DSA102121 

  L. patens A.T.Lee (Mt. Annan) 70515.1 9700938 

  L. rigida Labill. 61220.6 JGC1782 

  L. sericea (Endl.) Ewart 61220.4 JGC1934 

  L. sonderi (F.Muell.) Ewart 61212.4 JGC1274 

  L. sonderi (F.Muell.) Ewart 61220.5 JGC1755 
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  L. spartea (Endl.) Ewart 61212.3 JGC1290 

  L. spartea (Endl.) Ewart 70115.3 JGC1895 

  L. spicata A.T.Lee 70103.8 JGC1503 

 Sect. IV. Lomandra 

 Ser. II. Sparsiflorae (Benth.) A.Lee 

  L. brittanii T.S.Choo 70103.1 JGC1946 

  L. caespitosa (F.Muell. ex Benth.) Ewart 70115.5 JGC1228 

  L. cylindrica A.T.Lee 70426.3 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. cylindrica A.T.Lee 70616.2 J. Linney 

  L. densiflora J.M.Black 61130.1 JGC1694 

  L. drummondii (Benth.) Ewart 70617.2 JGC1959 

  L. drummondii (Benth.) Ewart sp. aff. 
(Collie) 

61220.8 TD Macfarlane 

  L. effusa (Lindl.) Ewart 61220.3 JGC1861 

  L. fibrata J.M.Black 70501.4 JGC2117 

  L. filiformis aff. coriacea A.T.Lee 70501.1 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. filiformis coriacea A.T.Lee 61129.3 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. filiformis coriacea A.T.Lee 70426.1 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. filiformis coriacea A.T.Lee (savannah 
blue) 

70103.4 Kuranga Nursery 

  L. filiformis filiformis (Thunb.) Britten 
(North Queensland) 

61207.2 JGC2060 

  L. filiformis filiformis (Thunb.) Britten 
(North Queensland) 

61207.4 JGC2061 

  L. filiformis filiformis (Thunb.) Britten 
(South East Queensland) 

70614.8 JGC1536 

  L. filiformis (Thunb.) Britten aff. (Salvator 
Rosa) 

70731.2 JGC2167 

  L. filiformis flavior A.T.Lee 70614.5 JGC1504 

  L. hermaphrodita (C.R.P.Andrews) 
C.A.Gardner 

70122.4 JGC1248 

  L. integra T.D.Macfarl. 61220.1 JGC1759 

  L. laxa (R.Br.) A.T.Lee 60403.1 JGC1823 

  L. maritima T.S.Choo 61213.2 JGC1133 

  L. micrantha (Endl.) Ewart micrantha 61220.2 JGC1850 
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  L. micrantha (Endl.) Ewart sp. aff. 61128.2 JGC1280 

  L. micrantha teretifolia J.Everett 70115.6 JGC1163 

  L. micrantha teretifolia J.Everett 70619.1 JGC2071 

  L. micrantha tuberculata J.Everett 70710.2 JGC2141 

  L. nigricans T.D.Macfarl. 61128.1 JGC1212 

  L. nutans T.D.Macfarl. 70115.1 JGC1204 

  L. odora (Endl.) Ewart 70102.3 JGC1957 

  L. pauciflora (R.Br.) Ewart 70115.7 JGC1289 

  L. preissii (Endl.) Ewart 61213.4 JGC1118-9 

  L. preissii (Endl.) Ewart 61213.3 JGC1130 

  L. preissii (Endl.) Ewart 61129.1 JGC1137 

  L. purpurea (Endl.) Ewart 70115.4 JGC1900 

  L. sororia (F.Muell. ex Benth.) Ewart 70115.2 JGC1854 

Romnalda P.F.Stevens 

  R. grallata R.J.F.Hend. 70123.1 Bunnings Nursery 

  R. ophiopogonoides Conran, P.I.Forst. & 
Donnon 

70617.4 Beantree Nursery 

  R. strobilacea R.J.F.Hend. & Sharpe 70617.3 
Bullock Creek 

Nursery 

Thysanotus R.Br. 

  T. exiliflorus F.Muell. 70702.4 JGC2127 

Xerolirion A.S.George 

  X. divaricata A.S.George 70122.1 JGC1157 
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2.2.2 DNA Extraction 

 

All the species in this study yielded workable DNA through the application of 

the Qiagen product “DNeasy® Plant Mini Kit” (product code # 69104) with the 

manufacturer’s instructions modified in two ways. 

 

Firstly, in the initial tissue disruption step the suggested grinding of tissue 

under liquid nitrogen was found to be mostly unnecessary.  For the majority of 

specimens with reasonable quality tissue samples, grinding the tissue directly in the 

provided extraction buffer yielded sufficient DNA of useful quantity and quality for 

downstream PCR amplification.  The Lomandra tissue samples were quite variable in 

their physical robustness and the woody specimens were extremely difficult to grind 

properly, even when frozen with liquid nitrogen and with the addition of sterile sand 

particles to the mortar.  By changing the grinding step additive from liquid nitrogen 

to Qiagen extraction buffer, a measure of tissue softening would occur and quality of 

the tissue grind was improved.  This adaptation of the method of tissue disruption 

was termed “wet grinding”.  Selection of grinding method was determined on a case-

by-case basis and typically, cryogenic grinding was only used in the rare instances 

where wet grinding failed to yield acceptable quality DNA or where the samples 

were physically degraded and likely to have poor yields from a wet grinding process. 

 

The second alteration to the supplied protocol was during the elution step.  

For this modification, the membrane was eluted twice with 60 µl of provided Buffer-

EB preheated to 60°C with a 5 minute soak between adding the buffer and 

centrifugation of the tubes, instead of the recommended single or duplicate 100 µl 
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elution.  In the majority of extractions, this method yielded sufficiently high quality 

DNA in excessively high quantities and concentrations for the following polymerase 

chain reactions and thus aliquots were diluted (in ratios of up to 20:1) with 

UltraPure™ DNase/RNase-Free Distilled Water (INVITROGEN #10977-015) to 

more appropriate concentrations for successful PCR amplification.  In this respect, it 

was commonplace that PCR reactions where ITS2 was the target region required 

more aggressive dilution ratios of the DNA extract than those where either of the 

trnL regions were the intended objective.  This variable dilution requirement is 

almost certainly a consequence of the relative copy numbers of each gene in the cells 

of the sampled plants.  With the ribosomal genes potentially having copy numbers 

ranging into the tens of thousands as in Zea mays L. (Zimmer et al. 1988) and many 

other species of plants and animals (Prokopowich et al. 2003), they required 

additional dilution beyond that of the lower copy number trnL genes to circumvent 

issues with template over-saturation and resultant disruption of the PCR process. 
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2.2.3 DNA Region Selection 

 

 The preliminary stages of this work involved evaluation of both the 

performance and behaviour of a number of combinations of universal primers for 

typical taxonomically useful DNA regions to establish the candidates with the most 

potential for success.  From these candidates, three different DNA sequences from 

two intracellular genetic compartments (nuclear/nrDNA and chloroplast/cpDNA) 

were selected in an effort to produce as much meaningful data as possible and to 

avoid bias introduced from a single candidate gene. 

 

2.2.3.1 Nuclear Ribosomal Transcribed Spacers 

 

Given the essential role of the ribosome complex in the function of a cell, it is 

no surprise that the genes coding for the ribosomal subunits are indispensable to the 

survival of an organism.  These genes are very sensitive to mutation and thus highly 

conserved.  As a result, the ribosomal subunit genes are only useful for very wide-

ranging studies of extremely distantly related organisms.  However, the ribosomal 

DNA regions are unique in that the non-coding DNA sequences residing between the 

genes are also transcribed and subsequently edited from the transfer RNA sequence 

prior to translation into protein (see review by Shaw and Jordan, 1995).  These non-

coding regions are termed “Internal Transcribed Spacers” (ITS).  There are two ITS 

regions; one located between the 18s and 5.8s subunits, and the other between the 

5.8s and 28s subunits (Figure 2-1).  Together with an external transcribed spacer in 

front of the 18s subunit, these elements make the complete Ribosomal DNA repeat 

unit, of which there may be many thousands of copies in a cell (Prokopowich et al. 
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2003).  Unlike the ribosomal genes themselves, the ITS regions are not heavily 

constrained by their sequence, but rather by the tertiary folding structure produced by 

that sequence which has direct influence in aligning the ends of the translated 

subunits and is essential to their maturation (Nazar et al. 1987, Venkateswarlu and 

Nazar, 1991).  The tertiary folding structure is governed by the exact sequence of 

nucleotides and how these nucleotides interact with each other in regards to charge 

regions attracting and repelling each other (for an example, see Baldwin et al. 1995 

p. 260).  This dependence on secondary folding structure, rather than absolute 

sequence allows for some remarkable variability in the sequence of the ITS regions.  

Mutations that change the sequence, but do not significantly alter the folding will be 

preserved.  However, mutations that disrupt the tertiary folding and misalign the ends 

of the coding sequence have significant adverse effects on both the host cell and 

organism which will most likely not see the mutation survive and persevere in the 

gene pool. 

 

The ITS sequences are widely used in many phylogenetic and systematic 

applications e.g. Angiosperms (Baldwin et al. 1995), Lavatera L. (Fuertes-Aguilar et 

al. 2002), Lysimachia L. (Hao et al. 2004), Asteraceae (Heliantheae): Montanoa 

Cerv. (Plovanich and Panero, 2004) and Poaceae: Sorghum Moench (Dillon et al. 

2004).  The innate value of the ITS regions for phylogenetic work was increased 

dramatically with the advent of the relatively inexpensive Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (PCR) technique and the development of universal fungal-based primers by 

White et al. (1990) which have proved useful for both PCR amplification and 

sequencing in a vast array of species.  The initial experiments of this study using 

these primers were only somewhat successful as amplification of the first internal 
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transcribed spacer (ITS1) was unreliable for many of the evaluation Lomandra 

species.  Fortunately, the second spacer region (ITS2) proved much more reliable and 

thus utilised in this project as the representative region of the nuclear DNA 

compartment. 

 

FIGURE 2-1: Representation of the nrDNA region showing both ITS 1 and 2 

regions, the 5.8s and the locations and names of primers used in this study (adapted 

from White et al. 1990). 
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2.2.3.2 Chloroplast Transfer RNA 

 

Another well-characterised and extremely well-utilised gene sequence for 

phylogenetic work is the chloroplast transfer RNA gene which like ITS, owes much 

of its popularity for phylogenetic work from the development of universal primers 

that greatly simplify the process of obtaining DNA sequence (Taberlet et al. 1991).  

Previous examples of this region in phylogenetic work include Sinclair et al. (2002), 

Gielly and Taberlet (1996), Chase et al. (2000), Zhang et al. (2004) and Hao et al. 

(2004), although it must be noted that these examples are an extraordinarily limited 

selection of the extremely broad application of this gene region. 

 

The chloroplast transfer RNA has a number of subunits and spacer regions, 

each with their own mutation rates and innate utility at different levels of 

phylogenetics.  This study has employed the C–D and E–F primer pairs as published 

by Taberlet et al. (1991) which gives coverage of the non-coding gene regions from 

the trnL(UAA) 5’exon to the trnF(GAA) (Figure 2-2).  The two regions were treated 

independently as the preliminary testing found separate PCR amplification of these 

regions to be more reliable. 

 

Figure 2-2: Positions and directions of universal primers for the non-coding regions of 

cpDNA (Taberlet et al. 1991). 
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2.2.4 PCR Amplification and Sequencing 

 

All three DNA regions were successfully amplified by reagent kits from 

EPICENTRE® Biotechnologies “FailSafe™ PCR system” and primers from White 

et al. (1990) (nrDNA ITS2 region) and Taberlet et al. (1991) (cpDNA trnL regions) 

as detailed in the following tables. 

 

 

Table 2-2: Specific primers used in this study of the Lomandra complex 

 

Nuclear Ribosomal Internal Transcribed Spacer primers; White et al.  (1990) 

W-ITS3 ITS2 forward 5'- gCA TCg ATg AAg AAC gCA gC -3' 

W-ITS4 ITS2 reverse 5'- TCC TCC gCT TAT TgA TAT gC -3' 

 

 

Chloroplast Transfer RNA primers; Taberlet et al. (1991) 

Tabl-c forward 5'- CgA AAT Cgg TAg ACg CTA Cg -3' 

Tabl-d reverse 5'- ggg gAT AgA ggg ACT TgA AC -3' 

Tabl-e forward 5'- ggT TCA AgT CCC TCT ATC CC -3' 

Tabl-f reverse 5'- ATT TgA ACT ggT gAC ACg Ag -3' 

 

 

The “FailSafe™” PCR system offers twelve premix PCR solutions with 

varying chemistry that cover a wide spectrum of PCR variables.  Some premixes will 

amplify a particular template/primer combination well and others may fail to amplify 
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them at all.  Initial tests were performed on each region of interest utilising all twelve 

available premixes.  The results of this initial test were then electrophoresed on 2% 

agarose gel (Progen Biosciences 

#2000-0010) and best result easily 

identified with fluorescent stain on an 

ultraviolet transilluminator (refer 

Figure 2-3).  EPICENTRE® 

Biotechnologies then supplied bulk 

quantities of specific premix for further 

PCR reactions.  In the case of 

Lomandra complex specimens, both of the trnL regions were amplified effectively 

by the “E” premix kit, whereas the best results with the ITS2 region were obtained by 

using the “J” premix kit.  Due to their high GC content and resultant propensity for 

forming secondary structures (Loewen and Switala 1995, Choi et al. 1999, 

Viswanathan 1999), a number of ITS2 specimens required hyper-denaturing 

conditions facilitated by the addition of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at a total volume 

of up to 10% (Winship, 1989) of the reaction volume for successful amplification of 

the entire ITS2 region. 

 

All PCR reactions were run with negative controls to detect inappropriate 

amplification of contaminates; and all reactions were checked for performance 

(product quantity, size and extraneous bands or smear) on 2% agarose gel (Progen 

Biosciences #2000-0010) and visualised with either ethidium bromide, or SYBR® 

Safe DNA gel stain (INVITROGEN product #S33102) on a 302 nm ultraviolet 

transilluminator.  All gels were run with QIAGEN GelPilot® 100 bp Plus Ladder 

 
 

Figure 2-3: Selection of suitable PCR 
premix for ITS2 amplification using the 
EPICENTRE ® FailSafe™ PCR kit.  In 
this case the J premix is the most suitable. 
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(CAT# 239045) to confirm the size of the amplified region; and due to the calibrated 

quantity of the GelPilot® bands, estimates of amplification quantity were also 

possible.  Initially the amplified DNA was purified exclusively with QIAquick® 

PCR Purification Kits (QIAGEN #28104), however it was later determined that gel-

based pre-sequencing cleanup of the PCR product provided higher purity PCR 

product which in turn presented significantly better quality sequence results.  Gel-

based pre-sequencing cleanup was performed by running the PCR product through 

3% agarose (Progen Biosciences #2000-0010) in a mini-gel format and then excising 

the band of interest and recovering the DNA through the application of the 

QIAquick® Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN #28704) following the manufacturer’s 

instructions.  Gel-based PCR cleanup was also valuable in separating and 

independently sequencing products of different molecular size as the bands would 

resolve to different discrete positions on the gel. 

 

Once purified DNA had been obtained through either clean-up method, it was 

then subjected to sequence reaction using an ABI BigDye® v3.1 reagent and 

protocol as supplied by the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science (IMVS), 

Adelaide who provide high throughput automated sequencing on an Applied 

Biosystems 3730 DNA Analyser machines in their Molecular Pathology Sequencing 

laboratory.  The IMVS supplied reaction mixtures were performed at half 

recommended volume (10 µl) for efficient product utilisation and the thermal cycling 

program as recommended by the IMVS laboratory staff.  PCR primers were 

successfully implemented as sequencing primers. 
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2.2.5 Sequence Data Analysis 

 

The IMVS sequencing facility provides results in the form of both plain text 

format sequence files and ABI format chromatograms which were reviewed 

manually using Chromas Lite version 2.01 (Technelysium Pty. Ltd.) for general 

quality and to allow corrections to any base misreads before being imported into 

BioEdit version 7.0.8.0 for assembly into a large dataset containing all sequences.  

The unaligned dataset was then exported in suitable format for multiple sequence 

alignment using ClustalX version 1.83 (Thompson, 1997) in preference to the 

bundled ClustalW version 1.81 (Thompson, 1994) plug-in within BioEdit.  ClustalX 

results were saved in extended NEXUS format (Maddison et al. 1997) suitable for 

use in both PAUP* (Swofford, 2003) or MrBayes (Ronquist et al. 2003).  All DNA 

regions were analysed as individual datasets as well as combined into a single large 

matrix for combined analysis.  The alignments of the individual DNA region datasets 

have been presented in Appendix C (p. 353). 

 

Aligned data sets were imported into PAUP* beta 4.10 (Swofford, 2003) for 

the Apple® PowerPC© platform and phylogenies generated using heuristic searches 

for a most parsimonious tree.  As the data set was too large to be analysed by either 

exhaustive or branch and bound search methods, a heuristic search for most-

parsimonious trees was performed with 1000 replicates of stepwise random addition 

holding all best trees at each step and Tree-Bisection-Reconnection (TBR) branch 

swapping.  Due to memory constraints, rearrangements per addition-sequence replicate 

were limited to 2,000,000.  Characters were treated as unordered and equally weighted 

and the “multrees” option was used to retain all equally parsimonious trees.  Strict 
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consensus was used to depict results whenever multiple minimal length trees occurred 

and was calculated using all generated most-parsimonious trees.  As with initial 

analyses, again due to the large size of the dataset, bootstrapping was performed via 

heuristic analysis using 1,000 replicates with 10 random addition replicates per each 

bootstrap replicate and using TBR (Tree-Bisection-Reconnection) branch swapping.  

Clades with no support (bootstrap values of less than 50) were collapsed to form 

polytomies. 

 

To test the robustness of the data, they were also analysed with bayesian 

inference methods by importing the same data into MrBayes version 3.1.2 (Ronquist 

et al. 2003) and processed with a GTR evolutionary model (Generalised Time 

Reversible; Tavaré, 1986) with a gamma-distributed rate variation across sites and a 

proportion of invariable sites (lset nst=6 rate=invgamma).  In order to increase the 

confidence of the inferred phylogenies and to test the appropriateness of model 

selection, the matrices were also analysed with the less complex F81 model in 

MrBayes (Felsenstein, 1981) with equal rate variation across sites (lset nst=1 

rates=equal).  Model selections were tested for suitability using the software 

program jModelTest version 0.1.1 (Posada, 2008; Guindon and Gascuel, 2003).  

 

Consensus tree output from both PAUP* and MrBayes was visualised and 

manipulated with TreeViewX version 0.5 (Page, 1996) with branches ordered in a 

right-handed ladder and label font changed before being exported into Adobe® 

Photoshop® version 7.0 for final image construction. 
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2.3 DNA Results and Discussion 

 

Total DNA was successfully extracted from all 113 samples, including a 

number of specimens preserved in silica-gel or Moisture-Gone™ (Hiatt Distributors 

Limited: a proprietary diatomaceous-earth-derived desiccant).  The chloroplast trnL 

E-F regions were almost entirely straightforward for amplification and sequencing, 

with the exception of ‘Lomandra rupestris 70616.4’.  PCR results for ‘L. rupestris 

70616.4’ suggested that it may have two distinctly different sized copies of the trnL 

E–F region, as under certain PCR conditions two clearly different sized bands were 

generated.  Through the application of gel purification methods and its inherent 

selectivity, the shorter of the two bands was able to be sequenced successfully.  

Based on its homology to the other related species this product appears to have had a 

substantial deletion in its centre.  Unfortunately, due to insurmountable technical 

issues with the sequence reaction, the larger of the two PCR bands was unable to be 

sequenced comprehensibly. 

 

On the other hand, it was much more difficult to obtain a complete data set for 

the nuclear ITS2 region.  Approximately half of the specimens yielded their ITS2 

DNA sequence without issue, but the remainder were much more difficult, 

commonly providing a mixed sequence signal (multiplex) which suggested the PCR 

reaction was amplifying more than one DNA region.  In an effort to circumvent this 

problem, I experimented with the use of increasingly stringent PCR reaction 

conditions which was only successful for a limited number of specimens; and 

eventually resorted to the addition of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to the reaction in 

an effort to provide a more denaturing environment.  The hyper-denaturing solution 
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was successful in preferentially amplifying a single DNA template which was then 

compared to existing Lomandra group sequences to determine its suitability as a 

candidate. 

 

Whilst experimenting with DMSO to resolve the multiple amplification issue 

it was found that for the majority of specimens the addition of DMSO at more than 

4% total reaction volume was sufficient to suppress inappropriate multiplex sequence 

amplification, but for a small subset of 12 samples, concentrations of DMSO around 

the 4–6% v/v range preferentially amplified a markedly different sequence of DNA.  

These sequences displayed strong homology to the expected consensus ITS2 

sequence at each end of the sequence for approximately 70–80 base pairs inward, 

however the central region was strikingly different from expected with a number of 

substitutions and deletions.  The anomalous sequences also exhibited a unique 

thymine spike signature on the chromatogram which made these particular sequences 

easily identified.  These sequences were also routinely shorter by 40–50 base pairs 

than the typical consensus ITS2 sequence (Figure 2-4) and showed greater homology 

within the anomalous grouping than to the consensus floral ITS2 sequence.  The 12 

species with anomalous sequences were: ‘L. glauca (Broadleaf) 61207.1’; ‘L. glauca 

(Potato Point) 70501.5’; ‘L. hermaphrodita 70122.4’; ‘L. hystrix 60104.1’; ‘L. 

leucocephala leucocephala 70509.1’; ‘L. leucocephala robusta 70103.6’; ‘L. 

longifolia 60406.1’; ‘L. nana 70102.1’; ‘L. nutans 70115.1’; ‘L. spartea 70115.3’; 

‘Acanthocarpus canaliculatus 70617.6’; and ‘Acanthocarpus humilis 70617.5’. 

 

BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) searches on the anomalous ITS2 sequences 

were strongly indicative of the source of the extraneous sequence.  All of the 
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anomalous sequences returned results with strong homology (>85%) to nuclear 

ribosomal sequences of fungi from a variety of species ranging from various soil 

fungi of Gibberella and Fusarium species to the pathogenic Mycosphaerella.  

Analysis of some other species which presented multiplex sequence result 

chromatograms also suggested that they were contaminated in a similar manner.  

Although the different response of these specimens to the addition of DMSO, 

whereby their preferential amplification of the correct sequence occurred at much 

lower concentrations, suggested that if this additional ITS2 sequence was present, it 

was in much lower proportion and/or exhibits lower amplification preference to the 

targeted sequence and was thus easier to suppress. 

 

Once the origin of the anomalous sequence was determined, it became 

obvious that there was an issue with contamination.  The variation between each 

anomalous sequence suggested a different source of contamination in each specimen.  

When taken into context with the routine negative controls and examples of other 

specimens extracted and amplified in the same batches as these which did not show 

evidence of contamination, it led to the conclusion that the contamination was not 

systematic or procedural, but rather unique to each specimen.  Therefore the 

extraneous fungus was probably collected inadvertently in the field along with the 

plant specimens and unintentionally included in the extraction and sequencing 

process.  Under visual inspection, none of the afflicted tissue specimens showed any 

obvious sign of fungal infestation, nor did surface cleaning of the leaves with 99% 

ethanol prior to extraction provide resolution to the issue.  However, in all twelve 

examples preferential amplification of the correct ITS2 sequence was achieved by 
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increasing the concentration of DMSO in the PCR mixture to 10% with annealing 

cycle temperature also increased by 2 or 4 degrees. 

 

 
                    10        20        30        40        50        60 
              ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
   70115.1PL  GATCCCGTGAACCATCGAGTCTTTGAACGCAAGTTGCGCCCGAGGCCATCCGGCCGAGGG 
   70115.1FU  GATTCCGTGAATCATCGAATCTTTGAACGCACATTGCGCCCCTCGGTATTCCG--GGGGG 
 
                      70        80        90        100       110       120 
              ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
   70115.1PL  CACGCCTGCCTGGGCGTCATGCCCAGCGTCGCTCCGCGCAGCCCCGCCCCCGCCGGGGG- 
   70115.1FU  CATGCTTGTTCGAGCGTCA---------TTACACCCCTCCAGCCTC-------------- 
 
                      130       140       150       160       170       180 
              ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
   70115.1PL  CCGGCGCGCGCGGACGCGGAGATTGGCCCCCCGTGCCTCGCGGCGCGGCGGGCCGAAGTG 
   70115.1FU  -------GCTGGGTCTTGGGCGTCCGCGGTCCGCC------------GCGCGCCTCAATG 
 
                      190       200       210       220       230       240 
              ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
   70115.1PL  CGGGCCGCCGGCCGGGACGGACGCGGCGAGTGGTGGACGCTCGACACGAACGCA------ 
   70115.1FU  TC-GCC---GGCCGGTGCGCCTGTCCCCGAGCGTCGTGA--------------------- 
 
                      250       260       270       280       290       300 
              ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
   70115.1PL  -AGTCGCCGCGTCGCCCCCC-GGCCCCGGCGGCACGAAGGGAGCCATCTCCCGGGGGACG 
   70115.1FU  ----CTTTTCAGTTCGCTCCCAGGGA--------TGTGGGGCG-CTGTGCCGTGAAACAC 
 
                      310       320       330       340       350       360 
              ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
   70115.1PL  C---CCTCGGAACACGACCCCAGGTCAGGCGGGGACACCCGCTGAGTTTAAGCATATCAA 
   70115.1FU  CTCTTTTCAG--GTTGACCTCGGATCAAGTAGGGATACCCGCTGAACTTAAGCATATCAA 
 
                      370 
              ....|....|. 
   70115.1PL  TAAGCGGAGGAA 
   70115.1FU  TAAGCGGAGGAA 
 

 
FIGURE 2-4: Sequence alignment of ‘L. nutans 70115.1’, contrasting the plant (PL) 
sequence with the extraneous fungal (FU) contaminant sequence. 
 

 

These issues with fungal contamination in these specimens are an ideal example 

of the drawbacks of using “generic” primers to amplify common DNA regions, 

especially given the fungal origin of the primers used for this template.  This 

highlights the care that is required when processing these kinds of materials and data 

sets, as well as the need for continual checking of results to ensure conformity to the 
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expected.  Alvarez and Wendel (2003) discuss this particular drawback to use of the 

ITS regions in detail, as well as other potentially confounding issues with this 

particular DNA region. 

 

The trnL C–D phylogeny (Figure 2-5) results were consistent between the 

different methods of processing.  This gene region successfully segregated the 

Lomandra complex specimens from the outgroup with high levels of confidence.  

The pattern of separation, with Laxmannia as the root and the arrangement of 

Eustrephus, Arthropodium, Thysanotus and the broader Lomandra complex is a 

pattern corresponding to that found by Chase et al. (1995) in their overview of 

Asparagales using rbcL.  The Lomandra complex specimens themselves resolve to a 

single branch combining Acanthocarpus, Chamaexeros, Romnalda and Xerolirion 

with Lomandra.  A number of the terminal clades in this tree are poorly resolved, 

although they are in seemingly logical groups with specimens assumed to be closely 

related falling out together as expected.  Prime examples of this are the large L. 

longifolia and L. confertifolia grouping and the L. filiformis clade.  Curiously, 

Xerolirion divaricata resolves as a member of this broad filiformis group.  

 

The only branch in this phylogeny with strong, nested separation of 

specimens is the lowest branch, which contained representatives from a variety of 

series and sections with wide geographic dispersal.  However, the posterior 

probabilities for some of these divisions were very low (<0.55), which reduces 

confidence that these divisions are appropriate.  This clade is sister to the other 

genera included as part of the Lomandra complex which unexpectedly and 

significantly puts these other genera inside Lomandra.  As with the other branches, 
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the resolution of these species is poor, with only Romnalda monophyletic and 

Acanthocarpus and Chamaexeros forming a single unresolved polytomy. 

 

The trnL E–F region was analysed slightly differently from the other DNA 

regions.  With the large (>150 BP) deletion present in the amplified sequence of L. 

rupestris this dataset was analysed both with and without L. rupestris in an effort to 

determine the effect of this deletion on its association with other species and the 

overall structure of the phylogeny.  Figure 2-6 is the cladogram generated without L. 

rupestris and Figure 2-7 was generated with that species included.  Other than the 

insertion of L. rupestris there is very little structural difference between the two 

phylogenies and despite the large amount of missing information from this sequence, 

it persists in resolving to a branch of the phylogeny with an array of members in 

common with the trnL C–D region.  This sequence provides good contrast to the trnL 

C–D sequence as it provides additional support to the better resolved clades such as 

the distal clade starting with ‘L. rupestris 70616.4’ which closely associates with the 

ingroup genera, but like the trnL C–D there remains a number of unresolved 

polytomies.  Despite its overall rearrangement, the trnL E–F cladogram shares a 

degree of similarity with the trnL C–D cladogram with most branches encompassing 

common species groups and associations.  Again there is the formation of a large L. 

filiformis conglomerate, which again includes the L. micrantha complex, although 

the trnL C–D sister clade (specimens from ‘L. preisii 61213.4’ to ‘L. effusa 61220.3’) 

have in this instance, been attached much closer to the root of the tree as a distinct 

separate grouping.  The L. longifolia / L. confertifolia complex was also preserved in 

this analysis and with improved division into monophyletic groups, although some 

branches have lowered values of confidence (<0.70).  In addition, some members of 
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this group (L. confertifolia subsp. similis samples) have been separated as a distinct 

clade, attached more basally on the tree.  As with the previous analysis, Xerolirion 

divaricata resolves internally to Lomandra and is associated with the same clade as 

in the trnL C–D phylogeny.  Unexpectedly, this gene region has reversed the 

positions of Arthropodium dyeri and Eustrephus latifolius in the root of the tree, 

although the very low posterior probability (0.55) brings this division into question.  

As with the trnL C–D region the ingroups have been defined into separated clades, 

however this cladogram places them basal to Lomandra with the exception of C. 

fimbriata and R. strobilacea which have retained their sister position relative to a 

common group of Lomandra between the two data sets. 

 

As with the two chloroplast sequences above, the nuclear ribosomal ITS2 

region is not entirely successful in resolving the complete Lomandra complex.  Like 

the two previous sequences there are a number of regions of commonality, although 

in this analysis the longifolia, confertifolia and filiformis groups, which were 

separated by the chloroplast analyses, have been amalgamated into a large-sized and 

poorly-resolved polytomy.  Yet again, X. divaricata was located deep within the 

lowest Lomandra branches, allied with a similar group of species as the other two 

analyses and distinctly removed from any other putative Lomandra complex genus.  

Additionally, the ingroups have once again resolved as sister to a familiar grouping 

of Lomandra taxa, although in the case of the ITS2, the resolution of this particular 

branch of Lomandra is poor.  Echoing the arrangement of the chloroplast sequences, 

the placement of R. strobilacea with respect to C. fimbriata and the other members of 

both genera was suggestive of closer links between these specimens.  Mirroring the 

trnL E–F, the placement of the outgroups A. dyeri and E. latifolius is again reversed 
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with respect to the trnL C–D and the rbcL results of Chase et al. (1995).  In this case 

the posterior probability was much higher (0.89) than with the trnL E–F (0.55). 

 

As demonstrated by the individual DNA region phylogenies (Figures 2-5, 2-6, 

2-7 and 2-8), no single DNA region was able to resolve fully the relationships 

between the sequenced samples of Laxmanniaceae.  However, when the individual 

data sets were combined and analysed together (Figure 2-9), a much clearer picture 

of the molecular relationships within the group emerged.  All three primary process 

methods - PAUP* maximum parsimony (Figure 2-11) and both of the bayesian 

model analyses (Figures 2-9 and 2-10) produced cladograms with significant 

homology to each other, although bayesian analysis appears to be giving marginally 

better resolution of the more closely related terminal species.  jModelTest (Posada, 

2008; Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) was also capable of generating a model-averaged 

phylogeny (Figure 2-12).  This tree, despite its comparatively fast process time and 

wide arrangement of contributing models, contains many similarities to those 

generated by the much more computationally extensive PAUP* and MrBayes 

methods.  This high level of concurrence between many different process methods 

was interpreted as strong indication of reliability of the results. 

 

The combined DNA sequence analysis divided the Lomandra complex into 

four primary clades and potentially eight sub-clades.  The outgroups used in this 

project (Laxmannia, Eustrephus, Arthropodium and Thysanotus) formed a well-

defined separate root for the analyses, the structure of which is in agreement with that 

found by Chase et al. (1995) for Asparagales using rbcL and which mirrors the result 

generated by the individual analysis of the trnL C–D with very strong posterior 
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probability for these splits (Figure 2-13).  Work by Davis et al. (2004) using 

combined atpA and rbcL gene sequence analysis also produced an almost identical 

organisation at this point which lends additional support to the results. 

 

The position of X. divaricata deep inside Lomandra on all of the generated 

cladograms makes a compelling argument for the direct inclusion and reclassification 

of this monotypic genus as a member of Lomandra.  This result reinforces comments 

made by Rudall and Chase (1996), who noted that rbcL data placed Xerolirion within 

Lomandra. 

 

With the exception of the small, tightly grouped section Typhopsis, the DNA-

based cladograms provide only moderate support to the existing morphology-based 

sections and series.  In most cases, species are grouped loosely into their 

morphology-defined sections and series.  However, they tend to from multiple 

islands representing sub-groups of each section or series.  This is highlighted in 

Figure 2-13 in which the species in the molecular tree have been colour coded to 

represent their section as defined by Lee and Macfarlane (1986).  In this tree, there 

are a few solitary specimens such as ‘L. banksii 70614.4’, ‘L. brittanii 70103.1’, ‘L. 

hastilis 61212.1’ and others, but when relative collection location is also considered 

these may simply be examples of wide distribution or possibly evidence of intra-

species hybridisations. 

 

Analysis of the consensus cladograms with respect to collection locality 

(Figure 2-14) shows the majority of species have an affinity for forming small groups 

of localised related species.  However, there was no distinct genetic division between 
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regional groups, with specimens physically separated by many thousands of 

kilometres appearing in close proximity in the cladogram.  There does appear to be a 

genetic gradation of species west to central and central to east, although there are a 

few anomalous examples such as ‘L. laxa 60403.1’ and ‘L. rigida 61220.6’ which 

disrupt this.  Almost all of the commercially-sourced samples segregate into groups 

dominated by eastern species and have strong tendencies to resolve to appropriate 

groups, although specimen ‘L. glauca (Broadleaf) 61207.1’ in particular appears to 

be misidentified with respect to its geographic and anatomical affinities.  Given its 

unexpectedly close association with numerous other specimens from the same 

commercial nursery and that the influence on the association arises from both of the 

chloroplast genome sequences and not from the nuclear ITS2; this specific anomaly 

may potentially be the result of a hybridisation event induced by the artificial 

cultivation of naturally geographically dispersed species in close proximity. 

 

The other members of the Lomandra complex (Acanthocarpus, Chamaexeros 

and Romnalda) exhibit an unexpectedly close affiliation as they resolve as a separate 

clade within Lomandra.  This not only strongly supports Conran’s (1998) informal 

recognition of the “Lomandra grade”, but suggests that these genera may actually be 

part of a larger Lomandra.  This organisation of the ingroups is supported across all 

three gene regions.  This association of these genera inside Lomandra effectively 

suggests that the current status of these genera be discounted and that they be 

reassociated more closely with Lomandra, where they have been allied in past 

examinations.  Kunth (1903) merged both Acanthocarpus and Chamaexeros into 

Lomandra as sections.  Lauterbach (1913) initially placed the first recognised species 

of Romnalda in Lomandra as L. papuana Lauterb., which he related both to L. banksii 
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and to Lomandra series Sparsiflorae.  The association of R. papuana with L. banksii is 

particularly striking as it predates molecular technologies by nearly a century; and yet 

reflects the relatively close association of these specimens in the molecular 

phylogeny, where L. banksii is near the root of the Lomandra clade of this branch. 

 

Of these ingroup species, only Acanthocarpus forms a distinct homogenous 

clade within this grouping.  Romnalda and Chamaexeros form a less well-resolved 

group with Chamaexeros appearing in the middle of Romnalda.  The close 

relationship of Acanthocarpus and Chamaexeros lends additional support to Rudall 

and Chase’s (1996) observations that the species seem to be closely allied on the 

basis of similar leaf anatomy and pollen structures (Chanda and Gosh, 1976).  

Further work with all representative species and different genes of both higher and 

lower mutation rates may help to resolve this complexity. 

 

The inclusion of these other genera within Lomandra is particularly curious 

when regarded from a position of reproductive strategy.  The outgroups in this study 

(Arthropodium, Eustrephus, Laxmannia and Thysanotus) are all hermaphrodite, 

whereas Lomandra and Xerolirion are dioecious.  This progression of bisexuality to 

dioecy is not unprecedented, with Barrett’s (2002) review noting that development of 

plant sexuality had independently arisen in many different lineages.  However, the 

affinities of the other Lomandra complex genera (Acanthocarpus, Chamaexeros and 

Romnalda) are intriguing given their hermaphrodite reproductive strategy.  The 

molecular phylogeny places these bisexual genera within the unisexual Lomandra.  

This leads to two hypothesis, the first that dioecy evolved in a common ancestor to 

both lineages and at some point in the lineage progressing to Acanthocarpus, 
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Chamaexeros and Romnalda reverted to a hermaphroditic reproduction strategy.  The 

alternative hypothesis would propose that the common ancestor was hermaphroditic 

and the evolution of dioecy has occurred at least twice within Lomandra. 

 

Determination of the exact method by which dioecy was achieved (and/or 

reverted) in these genera was beyond the scope of this project, however a hypothesis 

of differentiation following the gynodioecy pathway: where an hermaphroditic 

population is invaded by female plants induced by a male sterility mutation does not 

seem unreasonable.  This is especially the case if one assumes that a mutation leading 

to male sterility is simple in origin and potentially reversible through another single 

mutation event.  Nevertheless, it is important to note that the pathways leading to the 

evolution of dioecy are potentially less distinct than assumed previously (Dorken and 

Barrett 2004) and this hypothesis is founded on parsimony-based reasoning rather 

than empirical evidence.  This apparent reversal of dioecy to cosexuality is not 

unprecedented, with recent attention being given to Wurmbea Thunb. (Colchicaceae) 

by Case et al. (2008), where molecular phylogenetic evidence indicated multiple 

reversals from dimorphism to monomorphism across its lineage. 
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FIGURE 2-5 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex cpDNA trnL C–D region consensus 
cladogram generated through bayesian inference.  Posterior probabilities for each 
split are indicated.  (Image continues next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-5 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex cpDNA trnL C–D region consensus 
cladogram generated through bayesian inference.  Posterior probabilities for each 
split are indicated. 

• 629 aligned characters 
• 400 constant characters 
• 88 variable characters are parsimony-uninformative 
• 141 parsimony-informative characters 
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FIGURE 2-6 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex cpDNA trnL E–F region consensus 
cladogram generated through bayesian inference (sans ‘L. rupestris 70616.4’ 
with its large deletion).  Posterior probabilities for each split are indicated.  (Image 
continues next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-6 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex cpDNA trnL E–F region consensus 
cladogram generated through bayesian inference (sans ‘L. rupestris 70616.4’ 
with its large deletion).  Posterior probabilities for each split are indicated. 

• 509 total characters 
• 268 constant characters 
• 105 variable characters are parsimony-uninformative 
• 136 parsimony-informative characters 
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FIGURE 2-7 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex cpDNA trnL E–F region consensus 
cladogram generated through bayesian inference (including ‘L. rupestris 
70616.4’ with its large deletion).  Posterior probabilities for each split are indicated.  
(Image continues next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-7 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex cpDNA trnL E–F region consensus 
cladogram generated through bayesian inference (including ‘L. rupestris 
70616.4’ with its large deletion).  Posterior probabilities for each split are indicated. 

• 509 total characters 
• 265 constant characters 
• 105 variable characters are parsimony-uninformative 
• 139 parsimony-informative characters 
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FIGURE 2-8 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex nrDNA ITS2 region consensus cladogram 
generated through bayesian inference.  Posterior probabilities for each split are 
indicated.  (Image continues next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-8 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex nrDNA ITS2 region consensus cladogram 
generated through bayesian inference.  Posterior probabilities for each split are 
indicated. 

• 436 total characters 
• 179 constant characters 
• 85 variable characters are parsimony-uninformative 
• 172 parsimony-informative characters 
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FIGURE 2-9 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex consensus cladogram generated by 
bayesian inference on three combined DNA regions with a GTR evolutionary 
model.  Posterior probabilities for each split are indicated.  (Image continues 
next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-9 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex consensus cladogram generated by 
bayesian inference on three combined DNA regions with a GTR evolutionary 
model.  Posterior probabilities for each split are indicated. 

• 1566 total characters 
• 850 constant characters 
• 272 variable characters are parsimony-uninformative 
• 444 parsimony-informative characters 
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FIGURE 2-10 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex consensus cladogram generated by 
bayesian inference on three combined DNA regions with an F81 evolutionary 
model.  Posterior probabilities for each split are indicated.  (Image continues 
next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-10 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex consensus cladogram generated by 
bayesian inference on three combined DNA regions with an F81 evolutionary 
model.  Posterior probabilities for each split are indicated. 

• 1566 total characters 
• 850 constant characters 
• 272 variable characters are parsimony-uninformative 
• 444 parsimony-informative characters 
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FIGURE 2-11 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex strict consensus cladogram generated 
with maximum parsimony on three combined DNA regions.  Bootstrap values 
are indicated.  (Image continues next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-11 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex strict consensus cladogram generated 
with maximum parsimony on three combined DNA regions.  Bootstrap values 
are indicated. 

• 1566 total characters 
• 850 constant characters 
• 272 variable characters are parsimony-uninformative 
• 444 parsimony-informative characters 
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FIGURE 2-12 (1 of 2): jModelTest model-averaged phylogeny.  (Image continues 
next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-12 (2 of 2): jModelTest model-averaged phylogeny. 
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FIGURE 2-13 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex consensus cladogram based on three 
combined DNA regions with GTR evolutionary model.  Colour coding of the 
species indicates the classical anatomy sections and series.  (Image continues 
next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-13 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex consensus cladogram based on three 
combined DNA regions with GTR evolutionary model.  Colour coding of the 
species indicates the classical anatomy sections and series. 
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FIGURE 2-14 (1 of 2): Lomandra complex consensus cladogram based on three 
combined DNA regions with GTR evolutionary model.  Colour coding of the species 
indicates the collection region of each specimen.  (Image continues next page.) 
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FIGURE 2-14 (2 of 2): Lomandra complex consensus cladogram based on three 
combined DNA regions with GTR evolutionary model.  Colour coding of the species 
indicates the collection region of each specimen. 
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